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Morse code is a script made up of a series of dashes and dots, or “dits and dahs” as Morse

Code is to be listened to.1 The sequence of these symbols and sounds creates letters, numbers,

and punctuation that are later formed into messages; or codes! Morse code was used to send and

receive secret messages during wars to get an upper hand on their opponents. Morse code

changed the lives of many people because Morse code played an important role in the outcome

of war.  Because the Allies won World War II, the effects of Morse code today are still being

realized today.  Had Germany or Japan won the war, life would be very different today

throughout the world.

Blinker lights Morse code is where a soldier would manually flash large blinker lights

from ship to ship across the Pacific and Atlantic Ocean. They would do this by turning the

blinker light on and off in a specific sequence of events, and for certain durations to signify the

symbols that they wished to portray in order to form messages to communicate with their allies.2

This was critical to do so the soldiers could coordinate their plans with each other to give them

and their allies the best chance possible to win the war. This style of Morse code is the most

difficult Morse code to understand, because the flashing lights could be easily misinterpreted,

3especially under the stress of being at war.

Telegraphed Morse code was created by telegraphs. A telegraph is a machine that beeps

when you tap the key on the top of the contraption.4 The beeps are often referred to as dits and

4 History.com Editors. Morse Code & the Telegraph. history. A&E Television Networks. June 6,
2019. history.com

3 ibid
2 Blinker Lights: Flashing Morse Code. nps. nps.gov

1 Jacob, Leah, MA, Salem Press Encyclopedia. Morse code. ebscohost. 2020.
web.a.ebscohost.com.content.elibrarymn.org



dahs because they are listened to. The beeps are then put together and formed into messages on

the receiving end.5 This Morse code was easiest to understand if you could write down the

sequence of the dits and dahs as you were listening to them. Reciting all of the beeps you heard

from memory, especially under the stress of war going on around you, would be extremely

difficult.  Morse code operators had to be adept at transcribing the coded messages to accurately

convey the messages to the generals.

The military first became aware of Morse code during the Crimean war6. Morse code

quickly proved to be very useful to the militaries. Both the Union and Confederate armies relied

heavily on Morse code during the civil war. President Abraham Lincoln utilized Morse code to

receive military intelligence, as well as command and control his generals in the field.7 Without

Morse code, your enemies could easily spy on you and be prepared for your next move against

them. In other words, you would lose the element of surprise.

The creator of Morse code was Samuel Morse.8 Samuel Morse created Morse code in the

1830’s by assigning certain dashes, dots, and combinations of those symbols to letters, numbers,

and punctuation.9 Samuel Morse then spread this information to militaries so the soldiers at war

could use his code. Morse Code has been very efficient for communication throughout history,

and has been crucial to people’s success in winning wars.

9 ibid
8 Samuel Morse Morse Code Computing and Telecommunications. lemelson. lemelson.mit.edu
7 Ibid

6 Morse Code. britannica. The Editors of the Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica. September 18,
2020. britannica.com

5 History.com Editors. Morse Code & the Telegraph. history. A&E Television Networks. June 6,
2019. history.com



The way that Samuel Morse designed Morse code was by assigning the simplest codes to

the most used letters. For example, the letter “E” is the most used letter in the alphabet; so “E”

was assigned the simplest code, which was one dot or “dit” (.).10 When talking about dits and

dahs, they look like this, dits resembling a dot (.) and dahs resembling a dash (-). To distinguish a

dah from a dit through a telegraph, you would listen to a beep that was 3 dits long; you would do

this because a single dah is 3 dits long in length.11 The breaks or spacing between each dit, dah,

letter, and word is very important because you could beeb out a certain message on a telegraph,

but the person on the receiving end might comprehend a completely different message that could

jeopardize your mission In simpler words, a break between a dit and a dah, or a dit and a dit, or a

dah and a dah, etc. is one dit length, a break between a letter and a letter is longer, and a break

between a word and a word is even longer than that.12

Morse code was critical for pilots in WWII to understand because it was one of the best

ways to communicate discreetly with their allies while they were in the air.13 If Morse Code was

not a part of pilot’s, and other soldier’s training, their military would be at great disadvantage to

the opposing militaries. Another important reason that pilots need to know Morse Code is so that

they can coordinate their plans with other pilots, and the soldiers in the ships or on the ground.14

This was important to keep the enemy from finding out their plans and being able to predict their

moves.   If the enemy knew the pilots targets, they could create a plan to defend against those

targets.  Unlike ships on the ocean, pilots could not use blinker lights because the message would

get lost in the air.  Therefore, they had to use the tap system but over radio waves.

14 ibid
13 Morse Code. aviationdirect. aviationdirect.co.za
12 ibid
11 ibid
10 Samuel Morse. samuelmorse. 2021. samuelmorse.net



During WWII women would knit encrypted Morse Code messages into their quilts and

garments for the soldiers.15 Women would do this to send messages to soldiers in the most

discreet way possible. Another word for this was called stenography which means they act of

hiding messages in ordinary items so as to not arouse suspicion.16 Knitting is made up of many

different kinds of stitches, but the two most common are the knit and the purl. Knit stitches are

flat and resemble the letter “V,” while purl stitches are horizontal bumps.17 Knitting was very

popular during WWI and WWII, so no one suspected that the women were knitting anything of

value.

Soldiers in WWII would befriend elderly women who lived near the railroad stations with

windows in their homes that conveniently overlooked the train tracks. When the soldiers became

friends with these older women because they would ask the women if they would monitor

passing Nazi Germany’s train movements. Those who agreed to help followed a system that

required them to diligently watch for passing trains. As they knitted throughout the day, they’d

purl a stitch when they saw an artillery train. Or, they would “drop” a stitch if a troop railcar

passed; this meant leaving a hole in the pattern of the quilt or garment. The women would then

risk their lives passing the garment along to a soldier, for them to evaluate the information sewn

into the stitching on the blanket.18

18 ibid
17 ibid

16 Natalie Zarrelli. The Wartime Spies Who Used Knitting as an Espionage Tool. atlasobscura.
June 1, 2017. atlasobscura.com

15 Natalie Zarrelli. The Wartime Spies Who Used Knitting as an Espionage Tool. atlasobscura.
June 1, 2017. atlasobscura.com



Radio Men in WWII were the primary people who sent, received and decoded Morse code

messages for their allies in World War II.19 Radio Men were often referred to as signallers or

signalmen because of the messages that they sent and received.  Signaller’s had many

responsibilities and duties during the war.  Among those responsibilities included: maintaining

power supplies and storing, installing, operating, maintaining and repairing radio sets. Signallers

would also organize radio stations by managing radio nets and maintaining net discipline (map

marking and log keeping).  In the Air Force a signaller is a person who is trained to communicate

between the aircraft, its base and units in the area of operation, by means of radio or other digital

communications. In the Navy a signaller is usually a seaman trained to communicate between the

fleet forces and naval bases in the area of operation, by means of radio or other digital

communications..20 Signalller’s received extensive training for the U.S. Navy.21

One of the most common and iconic Morse coded messages are SOS which in Morse code

translates to (…_ _ _…) also known as “dit dit dit, dah dah dah, dit dit dit”.22 People then made

SOS an acronym for “Save Our Ship” or “Save Our Souls.” The SOS Morse code was often used

during an emergency, to alert your allies that you needed their help in order to survive. Civilians

will also use SOS in case of an emergency.

22 Morse Code. Cryptomuseum. Cryptomuseum.com

21 WWII U.S. NAVY RADIO OPERATOR TRAINING FILM "THE RADIOMAN FIGHTS"
52364. Youtube. Feb 21, 2017. Youtube.com

20 World War II Navy Radio The Radioman's Job. navy-radio. navy-radio.com

19 Radio Men of the Pacific in WWII. radiomenofthepacificwwii.
radiomenofthepacific.weebly.com



Morse Code has been unbelievably valuable throughout history. We have used Morse code

through sound, writing, and even across the ocean with lights.23 We have cracked other’s

encoded messages,24 and taught the community to spy on enemies by knitting Morse code into

their blankets and sweaters.25 Morse code may have very well changed the entirety of the

outcome of WWII for us. In the end, Morse code saved our souls.

25 Natalie Zarrelli. The Wartime Spies Who Used Knitting as an Espionage Tool. atlasobscura.
June 1, 2017. Atlasobscura.com

24 Breaking the Code. computerhistory. computerhistory.org

23 Jacob, Leah, MA, Salem Press Encyclopedia. Morse code. ebscohost. 2020.
web.a.ebscohost.com.content.elibrarymn.org



Process Paper

I chose my topic of Morse code in WWII because I have always found it interesting, and

wanted to learn more about how the military would communicate with encrypted messages

throughout the wars. My topic relates to the annual theme of communication throughout history

because Morse Code is all about communications with your allies and being discreet. Morse

code was a key way to communicate in the past, and Morse code still continues to help people

today. For example if you are in an abusive home or relationship, you could write down an

encrypted Morse code message, hope that someone sees it and then they could get you the help

that you need.

I conducted my research On Morse code in World War II by looking at websites, and

pictures online. Some of my most valued sources came from video interviews, and examples of

people tapping out and Morse code onto a telegraph. I was very interested in interviews with

World War II veterans because I think that their first hand experience with Morse code while

they were at war was very important to the production of my paper. In one of the interviews I

watched, There was a veteran talking about the most common words and phrases used while

communicating with Morse code; he even taught us how to communicate the phrases using the

dots and dashes or “dits” and “dahs”.

I created my History Day project by first selecting a topic that I was interested in, which

was Morse code in World War II. After this I had to pick a category, the category that I chose to

follow through with was a paper. I then began to research things relating to Morse code during

World War II, including the different ways to transmit Morse code, information on the creator of



Morse code, how the community contributed to using Morse code to benefit their allies, what

Morse code was made up of, and more. After that I gathered my research together and turned it

into multiple paragraphs to describe what Morse code was like throughout World War II. I then

continued to edit my work until I believed that it was a quality paper.

Morse code in World War II was very significant in history because it allowed militaries to

communicate discreetly amongst themselves. Morse code was so popular, and had such a huge

impact in World War II, that some people still practice and tap at Morse Code to this day. Morse

code is no longer used by the military, although we have not forgotten it’s important to

successfully winning World War II. During World War II many people who were not in the

military would use Morse code as a way of communication, or to provide information to their

allies. For example, many women throughout World War II would knit Morse code into their

blankets and garments. The women would do this by changing up the stitching while they knit

their blankets in order to leave a pattern behind in the finished product. The women would then

give the garment to their allies to provide them with information sewn into the blanket. Women

were allowed to do this in broad daylight because from an outside view, it appeared that the

women were just knitting patterns, or dropping a stitch every now and then. The German Nazis

never caught on, so women continued to mischievously provide information to their allies

through their knitting.



Primary

1943/1944 US Navy Training: Hand-Sending Morse Code (Ham CW). youtube. March 11, 2016.
youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YqTn-165orw

I will be using this video to show a Naval training film on how to tap out Morse code.

Admiral Jeremiah Denton Blinks T-O-R-T-U-R-E using Morse Code as P.O.W.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rufnWLVQcKg

I will be using this video to show how Morse code can be used to transmit secret messages
even without a Morse code machine.

CBC Nova Scotia. 93-year-old WWII veteran still taps out Morse code. youtube. November 14,
2016. youtube.com

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=HpzlYXLcsXU

I will be using this video to show a WWII veteran who taught Morse code to airmen, and
still practices Morse code today

Frances Schneider - World War II. youtube. Youtube.com.

https://presidentlincoln.illinois.gov/oral-history/collections/3b5ec7a3-225b-4efb-90d6-eaf8fa124
e96/World-War-II/Schneider-Frances/interview-detail/

I will be using this video to show how people trained B-17 crew to use Morse code during
WWII.

The History of Morse code. Youtube. Sept 26, 2013. Youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNoOYeS0gs0

I will be using this video to include information on the history of Morse code.



Morse Code class from 1941. Youtube. May 11, 2008. Youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8Pq6cosm2A

I will be using this video to show how Morse code was taught back during WWII.

Morse code. Military. Military.wikia.org

https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Morse_code

I will be using this picture to include information on the Morse code alphabet.

Morse Code Part Two - Principles and Basic Techniques (US Army Signal). Youtube. Dec 20,
2012. Youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8q57EQ_3SQ

I will be using this to show the basic principles of Morse code.

U.S. Army Signal Corps Morse Code Lesson (Part 1). Youtube. July 31, 2011. Youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwsiMm4sxpk

I will be using this video to include information on the structure of Morse code.

WWII U.S. NAVY RADIO OPERATOR TRAINING FILM "THE RADIOMAN FIGHTS"
52364. Youtube. Feb 21, 2017. youtube.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IQKMwTATmGc

I will be using this video to show Morse code operator training for the US Navy.



Secondary

100 Years of Morse Code: A Century of Service. nps. nps.gov

https://www.nps.gov/features/safr/feat0001/virtualships/vrmovies/muvr2hs9.htm?scrlybrkr=917b
c802

I will be using this source to include information on how Morse Code has evolved
throughout history.

Blinker Lights: Flashing Morse Code. nps. nps.gov

https://www.nps.gov/features/safr/feat0001/virtualships/vrmovies/muvr2hs6.htm

I will be using this picture to show how the navy in WWII used flashing and blinking lights
to send Morse code messages from ship to ship while they were overseas.

Breaking the Code. computerhistory. computerhistory.org

https://www.computerhistory.org/revolution/birth-of-the-computer/4/82

I will be using this source to include information on how people would crack their rivals
Morse code messages in WWII.

Code Breaking. history. history.co.uk

https://www.history.co.uk/history-of-ww2/code-breakin

I will be using this site to include information on how people would crack Morse code.

Courtesy of Library of Congress. "First Telegraphic Message” from Samuel Morse, May 24,
1844. iowaculture. iowaculture.gov

https://iowaculture.gov/history/education/educator-resources/primary-source-sets/industrial-revol
ution/first-telegraphic

I will be using this site to include information on telegraphs in WWII.

Cryptology in World War II. nationalmuseum. Dr. David Hamer. nationalmuseum.af.mil



https://www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/Upcoming/Photos/igphoto/2000450310/

I am using this site to include information on Morse code in WWII

History.com Editors. Morse Code & the Telegraph. history. A&A Television Networks. June 6,
2019. history.com

https://www.history.com/topics/inventions/telegraph?scrlybrkr=5bb95981

I will be using this site to include information on how Morse Code was tapped out using
telegraphs.

Jacob, Leah, MA, Salem Press Encyclopedia. Morse code. ebscohost. 2020.
web.a.ebscohost.com.content.elibrarymn.org

http://web.a.ebscohost.com.content.elibrarymn.org/src_ic/detail/detail?vid=2&sid=27b97322-12
6c-4c97-9d02-49584813f462%40sessionmgr4006&bdata=JnNpdGU9c3JjX2ljLWxpdmUmc2Nv
cGU9c2l0ZQ%3d%3d#AN=89407482&db=t6o

I will be using this site to include information on how Morse Code was transmitted.

Morse Code. aviationdirect. aviationdirect.co.za

https://aviationdirect.co.za/morse-code/

I will use this site to include information about pilots training with Morse code.

Morse Code. britannica. The Editors of the Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica. September 18,
2020. britannica.com

https://www.britannica.com/topic/code-communications

I am using this source to include information on the history of Morse code in WWII.

Morse Code. Cryptomuseum. Cryptomuseum.com

https://www.cryptomuseum.com/radio/morse/

I will be using this site to include information on Morse code lettering.



Morse Code. The Editors Of The Encyclopaedia Britannica. Encyclopædia Britannica.
September 18, 2020

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Morse-Code

I will be using this site to include information about Morse code machines looked like and
how they worked.

Morse code. Military. Military.wikia.org

https://military.wikia.org/wiki/Morse_code

I will be using this site to demonstrate the Morse code alphabet.

Natalie Zarrelli. The Wartime Spies Who Used Knitting as an Espionage Tool. atlasobscura. June
1, 2017. atlasobscura.com

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.atlasobscura.com/articles/knitting-spies-wwi-wwii.amp

I will be using this site to include information on how women would knit Morse code into
sweaters during WWII.

Radio Men of the Pacific in WWII. radiomenofthepacificwwii.
radiomenofthepacific.weebly.com

http://radiomenofthepacificwwii.weebly.com/use-of-morse-code-in-wwii.html

I will be using this site to include information of radio men in WWII.

Samuel Morse Morse Code Computing and Telecommunications. lemelson. lemelson.mit.edu

https://lemelson.mit.edu/resources/samuel-morse

I will be using this site to include information about Samuel Morse.

Samuel Morse. samuelmorse. 2021. samuelmorse.net

http://www.samuelmorse.net/



I will be using this site to include information on the creator of Morse code.

Tanja Linton. Fort Huachuca bids farewell to Morse code training. army. April 30, 2015.
army.mila

https://www.army.mil/article/147247/fort_huachuca_bids_farewell_to_morse_code_training?scrl
ybrkr=dd0d88b6

I will be using this source to include information on why the military has stopped using
Morse code.

What If Hitler Had Won World War II?. historynet. October 2007. historynet.com

https://www.historynet.com/hitler-won-world-war-ii.htm

I will be using this site to include information on what the word would be like if Hitler had
won WWII.

World War II Navy Radio The Radioman's Job. navy-radio. navy-radio.com

http://www.navy-radio.com/flory/id34.html

I will be using this site to include information on radio men in WWII.


